Additions & Corrections to AFMS Mineral Classification List for 2014

page 4 – add CELESTITE sulfate (alternate spelling for celestine)

page 12 – under VARIETY OF SPECIES:
“Please read Rule 2.2 page B-1-2003…” should be “Please read Rule 2.1….etc.”

in Variety of Species for APATITE (discredited)
correct the spelling of FLUORAPATITE (need to add R)

also for APOPHYLLITE (discredited) the spelling of FLUORAPOPHYLLITE should be corrected – remove the first H and change second H to a P

also correct the spelling of SMALTITE (need to add T)

page 13 - in the list of gem names, for PERIDOT we need to correct the spelling of forsterite. The line should be:
PERIDOT var. of forsterite (a gem name)